
 

 

Michaywé Arts & Crafts Fair Celebrates Its 38th Anniversary 

GAYLORD, MI, February 1, 2016  -  Michaywé is inviting talented artists and crafters to participate in its 
38th annual Arts & Crafts Fair on Aug. 12-13. Between the many returning favorites and the variety of 
new exhibitors who have already signed up, co-chairs Tim O'Connor and Kathy Fitton anticipate a very 
exciting juried fair this summer. 
  
As always, the Michaywé Clubhouse and surrounding five, park-like acres offer a beautiful venue for the 
more-than-100 artisans from the local area and from around the country to show off their exquisite 
ceramics, paintings, and photography; inspired metal and wood work; beautiful stained glass; unique 
jewelry; practical and pretty purses and clothing; whimsical lawn ornaments; and many more one-of-a-
kind, hand-crafted creations. In addition, some exhibitors add to the flavor of the fair by specializing in 
food items, including delectable selections of sausage, breads, jams and jellies, cookies and kettle corn. 
  
Besides the ideal Michaywé setting - and its indoor and outdoor booths - exhibitors and customers alike 
will find beverages and lunch specials available in the adjacent Jack Pine Grill, which offers a stunning 
view of the 1st, 9th, and 18th holes of the Pines Golf Course; and a full menu at the award-winning Inn the 
Woods restaurant, located in the Clubhouse and overlooking the scenic bridge spanning Lake Michaywé.  
  
Extensive marketing efforts are already under way to promote the fair, and will continue with a wide 

variety of online, print, and radio promotions as the fair dates approach. More information about the 

many benefits to exhibitors at the Michaywé Arts & Crafts Fair, as well as all registration materials are 

available online through the "Art Fair" menu tab at http://www.michaywe.com or directly at 

http://michaywe.com/crafthome.cfm?MenuID=32, via email to artfair@michaywe.com, or by phone to 

co-chair Tim O'Connor at (248) 613-6567 or Kathy Fitton at (517) 614-2364. 
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